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Summary 
Birendranagar municipality of  Surkhet is the permanent capital of  Karnali Province. 

With the announcement of  capital, the urbanization has increased in Birendranagar. 

The movement of  people in city has also increased a lot and the use of  vehicles is 

increasing. According to latest census the population is 154,886. Out of  16 ward of  

Birendranagar, the densely settled and most populated 12 ward fall within the Surkhet 

valley. It means huge numbers of  people are settled in Birendranagar.  As Birendranagar 

is also gateway of  most of  the districts of  Karnali so there is always a huge crowd of  

people. Due to the rapidly growing population, traffic has been disrupted. It has created a 

problem on arrival and departure of  vehicles. In addition the unmanaged street vendors 

has made this problem more complex. Street vendor is a sector of  informal economy 

which connects citizen for employment and economic activity. According to the data 

of  Birendranagar municipality for the year 2076 there were almost 700 street vendors. 

In the period of  three year according to the data now Birendranagar has almost 220 

street vendors.

There are different reasons for the escape of  hundreds of  street vendors in this 

short period of  time. Street vendors which had been contributing by involving people 

in economic activity are migrating in really short period of  time. One of  the reasons 

for these vendors to escape is the behavior of  municipality shown to these people. 

There is double profit if  municipality could manage these street vendors and make 

policy of  collecting revenue from them. The first benefit is that the residence of  the 

city are involved in economic activities which increases their per capita income, makes 

their livelihood easier, and reduce unemployment rate of  the municipality. On the other 

hand, bringing the street vendors into revenue system by organizing them will also 

increase the internal revenue of  the municipality. 

The removal of  street vendors in Birendranagar was started in 2074 BS to control and 

regulate the health and beauty of  the city.In the month of  October 2076, Birendranagar 

Municipality removed the street vendors in Mangalgadhi Chowk, Bus Park and other 



areas for spoiling the beauty of  the market. The businessmen were outraged after the 

dozers were driven into the place where they had been operating for years without any 

alternative. The street vendors said that the municipality should immediately arrange a 

business place. For running the business of  footpath, the traders were paying municipality 

Rs. 300 and cleaning fee Rs. 100. Saying that the main source of  their income was 

the street vendor, they started doing street vendor in the same places disobeying the 

instructions of  the municipality.

This study has been conducted to take initiative for policy making for street vendor 

management in Birendranagar and to create an environment for easy street vendor. The 

study has been completed by adopting both qualitative and quantitative study methods. 

Among those doing street vendor in Birendranagar, in the study the number of  women 

included has been found to be very high. 61 percent women and 39 percent men are 

found to be doing street vendor. A large number of  women have become self-employed 

from the street vendor. Women's income from street vendor also increases the tendency 

of  women to be involved in economic activities in the family. These statistics show 

that women are more entrepreneurial and self-employed in the street vendors of  

birendranagar. 

Most of  the street vendors have demanded the municipality to set up their place of  business. 

79% demanded proper location management while 16% demanded that Birendranagar 

Municipality should make a law for street vendor. 5% of  respondents demanded both 

legislation and space management. Therefore, it seems necessary for the municipality to 

make a law so that the street vendors can manage their business in an organized manner. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction

1.1  Background 

Street vendors play an important role in the economy, especially in urban areas, as they 
provide essential items to middle-income households living in those areas.1  By selling 
goods at an affordable rate they earn income from their business while simultaneously 
working for the benefit of  other people in the city. Street vendors are an integral part 
of  urban economies around the world as they provide easy access to a wide range of  
low-cost goods and services in public places. They sell everything from fresh vegetables 
to ready-made food, from construction materials to textiles and crafts, from electronics 
to auto repair. Most of  the street vendors are the breadwinners for their families, so 
they have a responsibility of  providing food for families and paying for their children’s 
school fees as well.2

By earning from the vendor stalls, they manage to meet the basic personal and family 
needs. Many people enter the street business because they cannot find employment in 
the formal economy.3 In this sense, it can be said that street business is an important 
means of  urban employment thus helping in increasing the economic activities of  the 
area they operate in. Along with this, there are some goods in the market which are easy 
for customers to buy on the sidewalk. They prefer to buy small retail items from the 
roadside during their commute because they do not have the time to go to shopping 
malls or other big stores to buy such commodities. No customer wants to waste their 
precious time going to a shopping mall or a big store to buy a Rs. 20 mask. Customers 
are satisfied with the carts that are operating to sell food on the side of  the road and 
they are going there time and again. This shows that the removal of  street business is 
an attempt to deprive consumers of  their right to free consumption.4

These entrepreneurs make a living by selling goods on streets and other open public 
places. It is the main source of  income for the lower class people in the city as well as a 
relatively low source of  income for some other city residents. With the increasing rate 
of  migration from rural areas to urban centers, cities are growing in Nepal and most 
of  these migrants cannot find proper employment to make a living in a competitive 
environment.5  Opening up a street vendor stall can be an easy source of  income for 
those who have migrated to the city in search of  basic necessities including development 
infrastructure and employment but this has made street business management a major 
urban problem in many big cities of  Nepal.

1.  Poudyal, B. (2017, December 12). Managing street entrepreneurs. The Kathmandu Post. Retrieved May 23, 2022, from https://kathmandupost.com/opin  

 ion/2017/12/12/managing-street-entrepreneurs

2.  Street Vendors and Market Traders. (2020). Https://Www.Wiego.Org/. Retrieved May 23, 2022, from https://www.wiego.org/street-vendors-and-market-traders

3. Street Vendors and Market Traders. (2020). Https://Www.Wiego.Org/. Retrieved May 23, 2022, from https://www.wiego.org/street-vendors-and-market-traders

4. Paudyal, L. P. (2019). Alternative ideas for Street Vendor Management in Birendranagar. Hriti Foundation.

5. Pandey, S. R. (2018). Formalizing Informal Marketplace: Reforming the Street Vending Sector in Biratnagar. Bikalpa an Alternative.
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Lacking the skills, knowledge and education to find well-paying jobs in the formal 
sector, those who migrated from rural areas to the cities are often involved in the street 
business. Nepal’s growing population and declining job opportunities in the formal 
sector have also prompted people to seek employment in the informal sector including 
street business.It is a global issue where millions of  people seek to make a living by 
selling goods on the streets, sidewalks and other public places, in whole or in part. Street 
vendors are self-employed. For those who lack adequate capital, skills and knowledge, 
street business is a comfortable means of  livelihood. 6  

The issue of  management of  street business is rapidly rising in all major cities of  
Nepal. Although the number of  street vendors is high in major cities of  Nepal, proper 
management has not been practiced yet. There are many who make a living by trading 
on the streets of  the Kathmandu Valley. 7  Many people who came to Kathmandu valley 
for employment have made street business a means of  financial gain after finding no 
other work. The number of  street businesses in Kathmandu valley is increasing daily. 8  
This trend is also increasing in other cities of  the country.

In many developing and least developed countries like Nepal, a large proportion of  
employers are involved in the informal sector. According to official statistics from 
African, Asian and Latin American cities, street vendors account for between 2 and 
24 percent of  total urban informal employment. According to study, street vendors 
suffer the most torture from the police. According to the study, 86.6 percent of  the 
street vendors are totally dependent on street trading as their source of  income. The 
main reasons for people to  opt to street vendoring are lack of  alternative employment 
opportunities, ensuring household food security and supplement income from other 
activities. A study has concluded that the street business has contributed to the 
improvement of  living standards of  the sellers. 9

If  the street business can be easily managed, this business can be a boon; a source of  
employment opportunities and financial resources instead of  a problem. As it has been 
providing jobs, employment and has been a source of  livelihood to the poor, it can be 
a solution to the rising unemployment rate. The immigrants have somehow developed 
their capital assets, but when it comes to street vendor management, one has to think 
about how to preserve the city’s environmental beauty and provide sustainable business 
space for traders. 

Lack of  gainful employment coupled with poverty in rural areas has pushed people 
to leave their villages in search of  a better living in the cities. Urban migrants do not 
have the skills or education to enable them to find well-paid, secure employment in the 
formal sector and must settle to work in the informal sector. 

A street vendor is broadly defined as: a person who offers goods for sale without a 
permanently constructed structure to operate their business. Stationary street vendors 
6. Shrestha, N. (2012). A Study on the Street Vendors of Kathmandu Municipality

7. km'6kfysf sf/0f c:tJo:t dxfgu/kfnlsf. -@)&$ kmfu'g !(_. cgnfOgva/. Retrieved June 1, 2022, from https://www.onlinekhabar.com/2018/03/663012

8. sf]le8 !( / km'6kfysf] Joj:yfkg. -@)&$ kmfu'g !(_. sf/f]af/ /fli6|o b}lgs. Retrieved June 1, 2022, from https://www.karobardaily.com/news/121583

9. Bhattarai, K., & Pathak, B. (2020). Street Vending, Income Generation and Poverty Implication: The Case of the Kathmandu Valley, Nepal [E-book].
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occupy a space on sidewalks or other public/private spaces while movable street vendors 
carry their wares in baskets or in their hands, bags or on their heads and move from one 
place to another to sell their products. Although they make a significant socio-economic 
contribution to the region in which they operate, pavement traders are among the most 
weak and insecure informal workers around the world. 10

According to the latest report of  the World Bank, Nepal ranks 94th in terms of  
business environment. Therefore, there are various legal and practical complications 
from starting a business to running it. According to the report, Nepal ranks 135th in 
terms of  ease of  starting a business. According to the World Bank report, it takes an 
average of  22.5 days to start a business in Nepal. You have to go through eight steps to 
start a business in Nepal. Because entering the street business does not require much 
investment and there are no barriers to entry, citizens are attracted to it. 11  With the 
formation of  local governments in the villages, the market and urbanization has also 
increased in the villages. In this regard, there is a need for the local levels from the cities 
to the villages of  Nepal to formulate policies for street business management.

1.2 Problem analysis

As Birendranagar is the gateway to most of  the districts of  Karnali, it is crowded with 
people. The number of  people coming to Birendranagar from different districts of  
Karnali for education, employment and trade has also increased recently. There are 
various constituent and affiliated public and private campuses of  Midwestern University 
and Tribhuvan University in Birendranagar for higher education (from undergraduate 
to doctoral degree). Due to the increasing number of  residents, the traffic has been 
disrupted. It has been argued that unorganized street businesses have also contributed 
to the increment of  traffic problems.

In Karnali, only 42 percent of  the people are involved in economic activities, which 
means that 58 percent of  the people are not involved in economic activities. Even 
though the capital of  Karnali province, Birendranagar Municipality of  Surkhet has the 
largest population in Karnali, it does not have a large population dedicated towards 
economic activities. 12 The street business is an area of    the informal economy that 
connects citizens to employment and economic activities. According to the statistics 
of  Birendranagar Municipality for the year 2076 BS, the number of  street vendors in 
the municipality was 700. 13 (The data of  all Street Vendors in the municipality was not 
included in this statistics). 

According to the latest statistics of  Birendranagar Municipality, the number of  street 
vendors dropped to 220 in the municipality, in the span of  three years,14 meaning the 
number of  street vendors has decreased by about 500 in the last three years. There 
10. Bamhu, Pamhidzai H. 2019. Street Vendors and the Legal Advocacy: Reflections from Ghana, India, Peru, South Africa and Thailand. WIEGO Resource  

 Document No. 14. Manchester, UK: WIEGO.

11. Doing Business. (2020). World Bank.

12. Paudyal, L. P. (2019). Alternative ideas for Street Vendor Management in Birendranagar. Hriti Foundation.

13. jL/]G›gu/ gu/kflnsfn] km"6kfysf ;+/rgf x6fof]= (2019, October 7). nf]sfGt/. Retrieved June 1, 2022, from https://lokaantar.com/story/91273/2019/11/7/biren-

dranagar-5/

14. jL/]G›gu/ gu/kflnsf -@)&(_
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could be various reasons for why hundreds of  people who contributed by engaging 
people in economic activities exited the street business in such a short period of  time, 
for which a dire need for such a study has been felt. One of  the reasons for the exit of  
street vendors is the way the municipality deals with the vendors. As there is a research 
gap on the reasons for the rampant exit of  street businesses, this study focuses on the 
problems and obstacles faced by street businesses.

1.3 Problem Statement

Claiming that by encroaching sidewalks and public areas of  Birendranagar Municipality, 
the street vendors have created a problem to the health and beauty of  the city, 
Birendranagar Municipality prepared procedure law for ‘Market and City Management 
Campaign 2074’ in order to control and regulate this campaign.  The objectives of  which 
were to control and regulate those doing business by encroaching the public sidewalks 
and other public areas, and to discourage littering by cleaning the drains blocked by 
garbage. Under the implementation of  which, the sidewalk should be cleared and 
walkable within 7 days and commodities should be removed within 15 days. Despite 
repeated attempts to remove the street vendors, the sidewalk business did not go away. 
The street vendors said that they could not leave because they were told to leave without 
the provision of  an alternative option.

In the month of  Kartik 2076, the Birendranagar Municipality removed the street 
vendors in Mangalgadhi Chowk, Bus Park and other areas for spoiling the beauty of  
the market. The street vendors were outraged when despite the lack of  provision of  
alternatives, the dozers were driven into the place where they had been operating their 
business in that area for years.They had been  paying the municipality Rs. 300 and 
cleaning fee Rs. 100 for running their sreet business. 15  Even though Birendranagar 
Municipality removed the shops operating on the street, the problem was not resolved. 
The street vendors were disappointed that the municipality removed them without 
presenting any alternative. Since their main source of  income is the street business, they 
disobeyed the instructions of  the municipality and started doing business at the same 
places. A street vendor who has been running a cosmetic shop at the local Gantaghar 
Chowk said that the municipality should arrange a commercial space for them. She 
wished for an arrangement of  a  proper place for their businesses instead of  closing 
down their businesses as they were making a living from their street businesses. She said 
that sitting on the side of  the road is not a desire but a compulsion.” The municipality 
should understand our obligation and make necessary management accordingly.” she 
told reporters.16 

The municipality has coordinated with Nepal Police and Traffic Police to clear the street 
businesses from the street.17

“Continuing the market and city management campaign of  the current fiscal year, 
13. jL/]G›gu/ gu/kflnsfn] km"6kfysf ;+/rgf x6fof]= (2019, October 7). nf]sfGt/. Retrieved June 1, 2022, from https://lokaantar.com/story/91273/2019/11/7/biren

16. gu/kflnsf x6fpFb} hfG5, km'6kfy Joj;foL km]/L k;n yfK5g\ -x]g'{xf];\ lel8of] l/kf]6{_. (2020, November 23). Host Khabar. Retrieved June 2, 2022, from    

 https://www.hostkhabar.com/2021/01/31/43814.html

17. km'6kfysf ;fdfu|L x6fpg jL/Gb|gu/sf] gofF /0fgLlt. (2020, November 23). Khulamancha.Com. Retrieved June 2, 2022, from https://khulamancha.com/news/7761
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obstacles and road encroachments have been removed from various places. The street 
business of  the market area including Ward no 6 have been cleared” and “A policy shall 
be implemented where public bodies including offices under the municipality will be 
requested to purchase goods and services only from the businessmen who have paid 
the tax due to the municipality according to the rules.”18 have been written in policies, 
budgets and programs for the fiscal year 2076/077 of  Birendranagar Municipality 
Surkhet. The municipality has not included the issue of  footpath management in the 
budget policies and programs of  the following fiscal years. Looking at the efforts made 
by the municipality so far, it has been found that instead of  managing the street business, 
they are trying to deprive the street vendors from doing their business. It also seems 
that they are not creating a suitable opportunity for the street vendors to come into the 
scope of  revenue, but rather they are trying to restrict their right to sell commodities. 

1.4 Objective of  the study

-To initiate policy formulation and policy reforms for footpath management in     
 Birendranagar.

-To take initiatives to create an accommodating street business environment.

1.5 Method of  study 

This study has been completed by adopting both qualitative and quantitative study 
methods. Samples have been collected from those who are doing street business in 
Birendranagar and filled questionnaires containing necessary questions including 
opportunities, policy and practical obstacles of  their street business have also been 
collected. In the same way, necessary data has been collected by talking to the people’s 
representatives and employees of  Birendranagar municipality regarding policy measures 
and other practical aspects. A focus group discussion was also held discussing the need 
for policy measures for effective management of  street business with street vendors, 
elected representatives and employees of  Birendranagar municipality.

1.6 Data Collection

Primary sources

Samples were collected from those who are doing street business in Birendranagar 
and filled questionnaires including opportunities, policy and practical obstacles of  their 
street business were collected. 

In the same way, necessary data has been collected by talking to the people’s representatives 
and employees of  Birendranagar Municipality on policy and other practical aspects.

Secondary Sources

For this study; reports, books, procedures, guidelines of  Government of  Nepal, 

18. gLlt tyf sfo{qmd / ah]6, cfly{s jif{ @)&^/)&&. (2019). jL/]G›gu/ gu/kflnsf, ;'v{]t.
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Provincial Government Ministries, Birendranagar Municipality and other agencies 
working in the field related to market and street business have been studied and referred 
to. 

1.7 Population and Sampling

By using Purposive Convenience Sampling, 30 percent of  the data provided by the 
municipality has been selected from among the street vendors in the main market area 
of    Birendranagar and close surrounding areas. Since there are 220 people doing street 
business in the municipal data, 30 percent of  that number i.e. 66 people have been 
selected for the study.

1.8 Data Processing and Analysis

The information collected from primary and secondary sources have been processed 
and the study has been analyzed through necessary tables, figures, line drawings, and the 
data collected from secondary sources have been analyzed and appropriate conclusions 
have been reached.

1.9 Limitations of  the study

The limitations of  the study related to the study of  the condition of  street business in 
Birendranagar, its policy constraints and solutions are as follows :

-The study is limited to the condition of  street business in Birendranagar, its policy 
constraints and solutions.
-In the study, only 30 percent of  the total street vendors  have been studied.
-The study is prepared over a period of  4 months.
-The recommendations of  the study are focused on the rights given to the local level by 
the existing laws of  Nepal. In the future, changes in the authority of  the local level may 
require changes in the recommendations.
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Chapter 2
Introduction to Birendranagar

Birendranagar Municipality, which is the capital of  Karnali Province, was established 
in 2033 B.S. There are currently 16 wards in Birendranagar Municipality which is made 
up of  Katkuwa, Gothikanda and Jarbuta which are within Surkhet Valley. Earlier, 
Birendranagar was also the regional headquarter of  the Midwestern Development 
Region. The area of    the municipality is 245.85 square km. 

The area of    the valley of  Birendranagar municipality, which is the main market area and 
has a dense population, is 88 square kilometers. 19 According to the latest census, the 
total population of  Karnali province is 16 lakh 94 thousand 8 hundred and 89 while the 
population of  Surkhet district is 4 lakh 17 thousand 7 Hundred and 76. Birendranagar 
municipality alone has a population of  154 thousand 8 hundred and 86 people. 9.14 
percent of  the total citizens of  Karnali province live in Birendranagar Municipality. 20  

As most of  the materials consumed in Karnali province go through Birendranagar, it is 
the major commercial and educational center of  western Nepal. The development of  
settlements in Birendranagar Municipality is gradually increasing. Towards the center of  
the municipality, there are roads, markets, and small/medium domestic industries. 

The economy of  the municipality is mainly in the following sectors: trade, business, 
employment, agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, wholesale, retail market, hotels, 
restaurants, tourism and services. It seems that the alternative economic basis of  this 
municipality is also foreign employment. According to the study conducted by the 
municipality in 2075, as mentioned in the published city map, 45.50 percent of  the 
residents take loans. In which 40.33 percent of  loans are for household use and the rest 
sell moveable or fixed assets. 

Looking at the trend of  borrowers in the municipality, the highest number of  families 
who took loans for construction/land is 41.60 percent. Similarly, 19.29 percent for 
household use in the second, 18.78 percent for doing business in the third, and 12.47 
percent for medical treatment in the fourth. Analyzing the population of  business firms 
and company owners operating in the municipality,based on gender, the number of  
firms owned by women is less than half  compared to men. According to statistics, 62.6 
percent of  firms operating across the municipality are owned by men and 37.4 percent 
are owned by women. 21

19. https://birendranagarmun.gov.np

20. s]Gb|Lo tYof+s laefu -@)&*_ /fli6«o hgu0fgf @)&* k|f/lDes glthf=
21. gu/ kfZj{lrq= -@)&%_= jL/]G›gu/ gu/kflnsf, ;'v]{t=
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Chapter 3

Legal System
Schedule 8 of  the Constitution of  Nepal, 2072 lists the rights of  the local level, in which 

it is written that the management of  the local market will also be under the authority of  

the local level. In addition, local taxes also fall under the jurisdiction of  the local level. 

Under the fundamental rights of  the Constitution of  Nepal, it is written, ‘Every citizen 

shall have the freedom to establish and operate profession, employment and industry, 

trade and business in any part of  Nepal.’22  In this sense, Nepali citizens have the right 

to freely practice their profession in any part of  Nepal. Market management is also 

included in the list of  powers of  the local government as mentioned in the constitution.

In the Local Government Operation Act 2074, there is a provision that various taxes can 

be imposed and collected under the jurisdiction of  federal and state laws. In addition, 

the local level has the right to make and regulate policies and laws related to service fees 

and charges for the service and use of  local infrastructure. Under the jurisdiction of  

federal and provincial laws, urban development and management, market management 

and related laws and guidelines are also mentioned in the same act. 23

The constitution itself  has given citizens the right to have employment and profession. 

Local market management is under the jurisdiction of  the local government under the 

constitution. Based on the Local Government Operation Act, the local government can 

formulate policies for the management of  footpaths and other markets.  

22. g]kfnsf] ;+ljwfg, @)&@
23. :yfgLo ;/sf/ ;~rfng P]g, @)&$
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Chapter 4
 National/International efforts for street vendors 

4.1 India

In 2009, neighboring country India created its first national policy on urban street 
business management. The aim of  the policy was to control the unorganized crowd 
and garbage caused by unorganized street vendors in urban areas and to create an 
accommodating environment for them to do business by managing street vendors. In 
2014, India planned to set up a Town Vending Committee (TVC) for the protection and 
regulation of  street vendors in line with the same policy. It was arranged that the head 
of  the local level, executive officer, street vendors, representatives of  the local welfare 
committee, and representatives of  various community committees will participate in 
the committee. The participation of  at least 40 percent of  the total members of  the 
committee was made mandatory by the officials of  the street vendors’ organization and 
at least 20 percent by the officials of  the local welfare committee.The Town Vending 
Committee (TVC) was arranged to inspect and determine the area of    street business, to 
register the business, to monitor the comfort of  citizens and pedestrians and to collect 
revenue from street vendors. 24

In 2014, India also enacted the ‘Indian Sidewalk Traders (Protection of  Livelihood and 
Regulation of  Street Vending) Act, 2014’. Compulsory formation of  Town Vending 
Committees (TVC) in every city has created the responsibility of  the committee to 
determine the areas of  local street vendors and determine the fees, necessary documents 
and/or licenses.The TVC can issue licenses to street vendors and has the right to 
suspend them if  they violate the conditions mentioned. However, the Act has not been 
implemented in most Indian cities and TVCs have not been installed everywhere. 25

4.2 Thailand
All street vendors in Thailand must be registered with the BMA (Bangkok Metropolitan 
Administration). All street vendors are required to obtain a compulsory license. There is 
a provision to take a license in the name of  only 2 people, one owner and one assistant. 
Street Vendors have to pay local currency 300 per square meter per month for waste 
management caused by street business and maintenance of  public space. Due to this 
policy arrangement, footpath traders are paying taxes to the government and are able to 
do business on the street easily. 26

Bangkok was once seen as a model city for inclusive street business management 
that created a win-win situation for employment, business and tourism. In Bangkok 
neighborhoods and other Thai cities, street business has been very effectively integrated 
into urban planning. Local sidewalk vendors and district officials work together to 
strictly enforce rules regarding hours of  business, waste management, sanitation and 
24. Hoang, Huu&Huu Son, Hoang & Tran, Thi& Lien, & Nguyen, Tien & Thao, & Nguyen, Tuan & Nam, & Hoang, Van & Anh, (2019). Street vendor    

 management-Why not ?

25. Skinner, Caroline, Sarah Orleans Reed and Jenna Harvey. 2018. Supporting Informal Livelihoods in Public Space: A Toolkit for Local Authorities. Prepared   

 by WIEGO for the Cities Alliance Joint Work Programme for Equitable Economic Growth in Cities. Manchester, UK: WIEGO.

26. Hoang, Huu&Huu Son, Hoang & Tran, Thi& Lien, & Nguyen, Tien & Thao, & Nguyen, Tuan & Nam, & Hoang, Van & Anh, (2019). Street vendor    

 management-Why not?
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fee collection. Street business provides a source of  revenue; 2000 (local currency) per 
month for sale of  food items and 1000 (local currency) per month for sale of  non-food 
items.27

4.3 Singapore
According to Singapore’s Public Environmental Health Policy, street vendors must 
be registered and must operate legally. Licensing of  vendors is done at the National 
Environment Agency (NEA). The NEA is responsible for managing the street business, 
and licensing and regulating street vendors. Vendors must get permission from Urban 
Redevelopment in NEA and confirm location in order to do business on the street. 
Food related stalls should be environmentally friendly. Registration of  a new business 
should have a atleast one witness who has previously registered their business. The 
vendor shall not have any liability towards the Central Provident Fund (CPF). (CPF is 
a mandatory contribution fund for workers and permanent residents in Singapore.) 28

4.4 Indonesia
The city of  Bandung is the capital of  the West Java province of  Indonesia. The area of    
Bandung city is 167.2965 square kilometers. Bandung city’s economy depends on tour-
ism business, industry, manufacturing industry, educational institutions, and pharmacy 
and food production. According to the latest data, the population of  the city is around 
1.7 million. The population density of  the city is more than ten thousand per square 
kilometer.
In 2011, a special task force under the mayor was formed to implement policies to 
manage street vendors in the city of  Bandung, Indonesia. If  there was no proper 
management of  the street business, the beauty of  the city would be affected, so the 
task force was responsible for arranging the business environment in a legal and orderly 
manner without removing the street vendors from their business. 
The task force was named Satagus in the local language. olicies adopted for footpath 
management in Bandung city:
a) Location specific management
The task force formed for the management of  Bandung city street business first 
classified the street into three areas as Red Zone, Yellow Zone and Green Zone. From 
the point of  view of  traffic safety, the red zone is a sensitive road where business is 
completely prohibited. In the Yellow Zone, it has been determined that business can be 
placed and removed based on time and place. In the Green Zone, street businesses are 
allowed to operate.
b) Characteristics and Classification of  street vendors
Street vendors in Bandung City are classified based on the specialty of  the business. 
It was categorized based on characteristics such as mobile (having temporary business 
premises, removable parts), convenience goods, luxury goods, food, personal service 
etc. Different types of  sidewalk businesses are placed in different locations. Customers 
can go by location to purchase the item they want.
27. Women in Informal Employment: Globalizing and Organizing (WIEGO). (2018). PolicyBrief: StreetVending for Sustainable Urban Development in Bangkok. 

28. Hoang, Huu&Huu Son, Hoang & Tran, Thi& Lien, & Nguyen, Tien & Thao, & Nguyen, Tuan & Nam, & Hoang, Van & Anh, (2019). Street vendor   

  management-Why not?
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c) Special Task Force
The task force formed under the authority of  the mayor of  the local level has been given 
the responsibility of  managing, controlling, regulating, promoting and supervising the 
street business.
d) Street Vendors ID card
Mandatory identity card has been arranged for all those doing sidewalk business in the 
Green Zone. In order to operate a sidewalk business in that area, only those Indonesian 
citizens who have been residents of  Bandung city for at least five years can get a license.
e) Penalty to customer
Consumers are also penalized for buying goods from street businesses at any time from 
the Red Zone and from any time except for the specified time in the Yellow Zone. 
The task force has allowed street businesses to operate at any time only in the Green 
Zone and there is a rule that everyone who does street business in that area must get a 
mandatory ID card. 29

4.5 Singapore
A sidewalk management strategy has been implemented through hawker centers across 
the city of  Singapore. The Centers were established in 1971 as a national program to 
help vendors register and relocate to the Centers. The centers provide a stable, secure 
location (business space) for street vendors at an affordable cost, along with services 
such as water, electricity and waste management. 

In some cases, when builders build new buildings, provision has also been made to set 
aside space for hawker centers for street vendors. However, this method is not effective 
in Bangkok today, but is effective in Singapore. 30

4.6 Ghana

In Ghana, the local government and its Ministry of  Rural Development adopted 
the National Urban Policy Framework (2012) to outline urban policy priorities. The 
ministry is committed to changing the official approach of  dealing with informal 
enterprises in an effort to promote urban economic development. It ensures that urban 
planning addresses the needs of  the informal sector and provides them with serviced 
spaces that provide facilities such as water, toilets and storage in competitive locations. 
The overarching law regulating street business in Ghana is section 462 of  the Local 
Government Act 1993, which empowers local assemblies (local authorities) to pass 
by-laws and carry out their mandate in terms of  the Act. These include by-laws that 
permit or prohibit certain activities within their jurisdiction. The Accra Metropolitan 
Assembly (AMA), Public Markets By-laws and AMA (Control of  Hawkers) By-laws, 
2017 regulate street businesses. The by-laws prohibit street business in unannounced 
public places and authorize the AMA to publish notices permitting sidewalk business 
on specific streets. 31

29. Hermawati, Rina &Paskarina, Caroline (2017). Arranging Street Vendors: A Study on Policy Management of Street Vendors in Bandung. 10.2991/icas-

17.2017.59. 

30. Women in Informal Employment: Globalizing and Organizing (WIEGO). (2018). PolicyBrief: StreetVending for Sustainable Urban Development in Bangkok. 

31. Bamhu, Pamhidzai H. 2019. Street Vendors and the Legal Advocacy: Reflections from Ghana, India, Peru, South Africa and Thailand. WIEGO Resource  
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Chapter 5

Street business and their economic and social importance
There are a large number of  street vendors all over the world. There are more than 
a billion street vendors around the world selling everything from goat milk to SIM 
cards to auto repair services. 32  Promotion of  street businesses has positive effects on 
many areas such as entrepreneurship, employment and social mobility. Similarly, street 
business is an economy-friendly venture as it thrives in economic downturns as well as 
financial booms. As the economy grows in urban areas, the demand for street vendors 
will also subsequently increase and more people will join this profession. Street business 
can create favorable economic opportunities, even with a small capital investment for 
those who come from rural areas to cities in search of  economic opportunities.

In the context of  Nepal, no policy has managed the street vendors in any city. While 
saying this, the street business has also not stopped. The street vendors have no idea 
when the police of  Kathmandu Metropolitan City may raid and chase them, and 
confiscate the goods. The Lalitpur Metropolitan Municipality has started a new exercise 
in street business control. Earlier, Lalitpur Metropolis, which adopted the same policy 
as Kathmandu Metropolis, has started to give alternatives to street vendors. Earlier, the 
street vendors used to run away when city police tried to raid their businesses hence the 
city police used to be looked at differently, but recently the view has changed. The city 
police have been doing facilitation work for the street vendors to conduct their business 
in an orderly and safe manner. Since policy measures take time, such an arrangement is 
best in the short term. 33

Many people who come to Kathmandu valley for employment make street business a 
means of  financial gain after not being able to find other jobs. Because of  the fear of  
the municipality, they do business during the afternoon and they do business at least two 
hours in the morning and two hours in the evening. There are thousands of  such people 
who earn their living by doing business on the streets of  the urban areas of  Kathmandu 
Valley. 34 Biratnagar, the largest city in Province 1 alone, has 19 weekly markets, which 
have been serving as markets for rural traders for ages. Many low-income people still 
depend on the low-cost commodities provided by these vendors. Most households in 
the city depend on vegetables supplied by these vendors. 35

In the neighboring country of  India, there are an estimated one million street vendors 
which is about 11 percent of  the total urban employment. Footpaths account for a 
daily turnover of  around Rs 80 crore to the economy. Each street business supports 

 Document No. 14. Manchester, UK: WIEGO.

32. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-11-13/for-international-street-vendors-day-a-look-at-street-vendors-around-the-world

33. Karki, K. (2021, January 25). km'6kfy Jofkf/ M sf7df8f}+ dxfgu/n] p7fpF5, nlntk'/n] Joj:yfkg u5{. BaahraKhari. Retrieved May 23, 2022, from https://baahra-

khari.com/detail/308025

34. Shahi, U. (2021, March 4). km'6kfysf] kL8f Mr':t Joj:yfkg gx'Fbf ;a}nfO{ lk/nf]. DC Nepal. Retrieved May 23, 2022, from https://www.dcnepal.

com/2021/03/231781/

35. Addressing the Ordeals of Street Vendors. (2018, October 28). Https://Bikalpa.Org/. RetrievedMay 23, 2022, from https://bikalpa.org/blog/addressing-the-or-

deals-of-street-vendors/
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an average of  three people as employees, partners or workers. 36 In Mexico (2019), 4 
percent of  total urban employment is female and 3 percent male are street vendors. 37

Street Vendors account for 14 percent of  urban informal employment in Ghana. In 
eight cities of  Ghana, street vendors account for 13 percent to 24 percent of  non-
agricultural employment. Street business accounts for a large share of  women’s informal 
employment in these cities. 38 

The issue of  street vendor management is important in all cities of  Nepal. Especially in 
the main cities of  Nepal, where the number of  street businesses is high, but the practice 
of  proper management has not been done yet. 39 According to an analytical report on 
the informal sector published by the Central Statistics Department last year, almost half  
of  the business establishments operating in Nepal are not registered and are counted as 
informal enterprises. Of  the 923,027 business establishments in the country, 34,101 (3.7 
percent) were street businesses. 45 thousand 330 people out of  323 million employe 
in the country are involved in the street business. 40 Looking at this data, thousands of  
citizens have become self-employed from the street business.

Only low and medium income earners benefit from street business. Unfortunately street 
business is considered an illegal activity and street vendors are treated as criminals. 
Street vendors are suffering from the mistreatment of  the local government police. A 
study of  street businesses in South Asia shows that in almost all Asian countries, street 
vendors have no legal status to operate their businesses and are constantly abused by 
the authorities. 41

36. D’Cruz, A. (2021, September 15). Only 11% Of Vulnerable Street Vendors Benefitted From PM Credit Scheme: Survey. Www.Indiaspend.Com.

37. Street Vendors and Market Traders. (2020). Https://Www.Wiego.Org/. Retrieved May 23, 2022, from https://www.wiego.org/street-vendors-and-market-traders

38. Skinner, Caroline, Sarah Orleans Reed and Jenna Harvey. 2018. Supporting Informal Livelihoods in Public Space: A Toolkit for Local Authorities. Prepared 

   by WIEGO for the Cities Alliance Joint Work Programme for Equitable Economic Growth in Cities. Manchester, UK: WIEGO.

39. km'6kfysf sf/0f c:tJo:t dxfgu/kfnlsf . -@)&$ kmfu'g !(_. cgnfOgva/. Retrieved June 1, 2022, from https://www.onlinekhabar.com/2018/03/663012

41. Doing Business. (2020). World Bank.

42. Street Vendors in Asia: A Review Author(s): Sharit K. Bhowmik Source: Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 40, No. 22/23 (May 28 - Jun. 10, 2005),  
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Chapter 6

Street business analysis in Birendranagar

6.1 Number of  Street Vendors in Birendranagar

According to the statistics of  
Birendranagar municipality for the 
year 2076, the number of  street 
vendors in the municipality was 700. 
Even at that time, the data of  all 
Street Vendors in the municipality 
was not included. Within a span of  
three years, it dropped to 220 street 
vendors in the municipality. In 
the period of  three years, according to the statistics of  the municipality, about 500 
street vendors have decreased. There are various reasons for the exit of  hundreds of  
people from the street business in a short period of  time. Some of  them being, the 
municipality removing the sidewalk traders through the police, not allowing them to do 
street business in public places, and the mistreatment of  street vendors in the name of  
managing the city, the vendors said

6.2 Age group involved in street business

23 percent of  the respondents included in this 
study said that they are in the age group of  16 
to 29 years. It was found that 53 percent of  the 
street vendors were 30 to 44 years old. 24 percent 
of  the respondents were in the age group of  45 
to 60 years.

6.3 Sexual participation

Among the respondent street vendors, the number 
of  women is very high. 61 percent of  women 
and 39 percent of  men are doing street business. 
A large number of  women have become self-
employed through the street business. As women 
earn income from the street business, it increases 
the tendency of  women to be involved in economic 
activities in the family as well. In addition, women’s 
involvement in economic activities also helps in 
women’s empowerment.
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6.4 Educational Level of  street vendors

It has been found that most of  the street vendors 
have only completed the educational level up to 
basic education. 59 percent of  the respondents 
said that they have basic education. 33 percent 
of  the respondents studied up to SLC. Similarly, 
8 percent of  the respondents said that they have 
studied up to Proficiency Certificate level (Class 
12). Looking at this data, 59% of  street vendors 
with basic education are self-employed. 8 percent 
of  the respondents who have studied up to proficiency certificate level (class 12) have 
chosen the street business as they did not find other employment opportunities.

6.5 Representation of  street vendors by Geography

Among the street vendors included in the study, 
most of  the respondents were permanent residents 
of  Birendranagar. 51 percent of  the respondents 
had permanent residence in Birendranagar, 9 
percent had permanent address in other local levels 
of  Surkhet and 27 percent of  the respondents 
were from other districts of  Karnali province 
except Surkhet. 11 percent of  the people with 
permanent address in various parts of  Nepal outside Karnali Province and 2 percent 
from outside Nepal (India). Including 51% had permanent residence in Birendranagar, 
9% with permanent address in other local levels of  Surkhet and 27% from other 
districts of  Karnali Province except Surkhet, 87% of  the street vendors were of  Karnali 
Province. Looking at this figure, more than half  of  the people doing sidewalk business 
in Birendranagar are residents of  Birendranagar Municipality. The statistics show that 
the street business has helped the residents of  the city in their income and livelihood.

6.6 Family status of  pavement traders 

All the respondents who were doing street 
business were married. Most of  them said 
that their husbands/wives are unemployed. 65 
percent of  the respondents said that their spouses 
are unemployed. 28 percent of  respondents’ 
husbands/wives worked together on the street 
business. 3 percent of  the respondents’ husbands/
wives were engaged in agriculture, while 2 percent 
of  the respondents were engaged in business and students. Therefore, most of  those 
who did not have any job holders in the family were involved in the street business. 
It not only increases the income of  their family, but also involves them in economic 
activities and the income becomes the main source of  household expenses.
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6.7 Duration of  Engagement in Street Business

Among the respondents who are doing business 
on the street, 12 percent started their business less 
than 1 year ago. 29 percent of  the respondents said 
that they started their business 1 to 2 years ago. 33 
percent of  respondents said they started 2 to 5 years 
ago. 26 percent of  the respondents had started their 
business 5 years ago. Looking at this, it seems that the old street vendors are not able to 
do business sustainably. Of  course, the statistics also show that street vendors need to 
flee in a short period of  time.

6.8 Reasons for engaging Street Business

Most of  the respondents said that they are involved 
in street business due to lack of  other employment 
opportunities. 80 percent of  the respondents said 
that they do business on the street due to lack 
of  employment opportunities. 11 percent of  the 
respondents said that they are involved in the 
street business because it requires less capital and 9 
percent of  the respondents said that it is more profitable. As 80% of  the respondents 
cited lack of  employment opportunities as the reason for engaging in street business, it 
is clear that street business have created a way of  self-employment. When the state and 
private sector are not able to create enough jobs, street vendors provide self-employment 
opportunities.

6.9 Time spent on business

Among the respondents, 58% were engaged in 
street business for more than 10 hours daily. 33%  
said that they spend 7 to 10 hours on business every 
day. Only 9% of  the respondents spent 6 hours 
daily.  According to the statistics, most of  the street 
vendors spend most of  their working time in the 
street business.

6.10 Time of  Trading

95 percent of  the respondents said that they 
are always involved in business. 5 percent of  the 
respondents said that they engage in business 
only for a few months seasonally, including selling 
roasted corn, selling ice cream, etc.
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6.11 Street business Selling Goods and Services

42% of  the respondents were selling vegetables and 
fruits on the street. 23 percent of  the respondents 
were dealing in sweets, snacks and other food items. 
19 percent of  respondents said that they are selling 
retail goods and 9 percent are selling fancy clothes. 
7% of  the respondents were selling other goods such as ice cream, juice, corn, etc.

6.12 Manpower working on footpaths

71% of  the respondents were working solo. 29% of  

the respondents involved their family members in the 

business along with them.

6.13 Purchase of  Goods for business                
 
92% of  the respondents said that they buy the 
material from the local market. 2 percent said they buy 
from markets outside Surkhet and 2% said they sell 
self-produced goods. 4 percent of  the respondents 
said they sometimes sell self  produced goods and 
sometimes sell retail goods (others).  Buying and 
selling goods from the local market also increases the activity of  the local market.

6.14 Place of  Doing Business

71% of  the respondents said that they conduct 
their business in the same place. Remaining 24% of  
respondents said that they keep changing their place 
of  business. Most of  them said that the municipality 
and the police had removed them and hence they 
changed the place of  business. Some said that they 
change the place according to where there are more 
customers.
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6.15 Main problems in street business:

63% of  the respondents said that they 
face the major problem of  getting 
a proper location to operate their 
business. 19% of  respondents face the 
major problem of  being chased away by 
the municipality. 8% of  the respondents 
face the major problem of  being abused by the police and 4% had major problems with 
low volumes of  business. 6% of  the respondents said all of  these are major  problems. 
According to the data, the major problem faced by most of  the street vendors is the 
lack of  suitable and safe space.

6.16 Treatment by Municipalities to street vendors

38% of  the respondents said that Birendranagar 
Municipality does not care about them. 36% 
said that they were treated badly. 26% of  
the respondents said that they receive so-so 
treatment . No one who participated in this 
survey said that the municipality treats them 
well.

6.17 Monthly income from street business

Among the street vendors, 7% of  the 
respondents said that they earn more than 
25,000 per month, while 47% said that they 
earn between 15,000 to 25,000 per month. 44% 
of  the respondents said that they earn between 
Rs 10,000 to 15,000 per month. 2% of  the 
respondents said that they earn between 5 to 
10 thousand per month. It seems that they are 
making a considerable amount of  income from the street business.

6.18 Expectations from Municipalities

Most of  the street vendors have requested the 
municipality to separate appropriate places to 
conduct their business. 79% demanded proper 
space management, while 16% demanded 
that Birendranagar municipality should create 
a law for street business management. 5% of  
the respondents demanded both legislation 
and location management. Therefore, it seems 
necessary for the municipality to create a law so 
that the street vendors can conduct their business without additional hassels.
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6.19 Suffer/torture by any government agency or person while carrying on 
business

67% of  the respondents said that they get harassed while doing street business. 33% 
said that no one bothered them. 87% of  the  harassed respondents said that the police 
were the ones to harass them. Another 13 percent said that the batuwa, vehicle drivers, 
etc. gave them trouble. Since the municipality mobilized the police to evict the street 
vendors, it seems that the police gave the most pain to the street vendors.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and recommendations

7.1 Conclusion

• Street businesses employ millions of  families across South Asia, where thousands 
earn their living by selling goods on streets, sidewalks and other open public spaces. 
It has been a major source of  income for the poor city residents as well as a source 
of  relatively cheap goods for city dwellers.

• Street business is the most visible aspect of  the informal sector, where thousands of  
people earn their living by selling goods on streets, sidewalks and other open public 
spaces.

• Due to lack of  skills, knowledge and education to get good paying jobs in the formal 
sector, people who migrated from rural areas are often involved in street business.

• In many developing and underdeveloped countries like Nepal,  large proportions of  
employers are involved in the informal sector. According to official statistics from 
African, Asian, and Latin American cities, street vendors account for 2 to 24 percent 
of  total urban informal employment. According to studies, street vendors suffer the 
most torture from the police. According to the study, 86.6 percent of  street vendors 
are totally dependent on street business as their main source of  income. The main 
reasons for street vendors to engage in street businesses were lack of  alternative 
employment opportunities, ensuring household food security and supplementing 
income from other activities. A study has concluded that the street business has 
contributed to improving the standard of  living of  street vendors.

• Street business can be a boon rather than a problem if  managed properly. As it 
provides work, employment and livelihood to the poor people, it can become a 
solution to decrease the rising unemployment rate. Poor migrants have somehow 
gathered their capital assets, but much thought is yet to be given for effective 
management and planning on how to preserve the beauty of  the city’s environment 
and simultaneously provide space for street vendors to conduct their business in a 
sustainable manner.

• According to the latest report of  the World Bank, Nepal ranks 94th in terms of  
business environment. Due to the legal and practical difficulties in registering and 
operating a formal business, people are attracted to the street business.

• Along with the establishment of  local government in villages, market and urbanization 
has also increased in villages. The market for business at the local level has also 
started to develop. In this sense, there is a need for the local levels of  Nepal from 
cities to villages to formulate policies for street business management.

• If  an orderly  environment for street business is created, more opportunities will be 
created for the citizens to engage in employment and economic activities. It seems 
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that the municipality will have a double benefit if  they bring a policy to manage the 
street business and collect revenue from them. The first benefit is that the residents 
of  the city are involved in economic activities, which increases their per capita 
income, makes living easier, and on the other hand, the internal income of  the 
municipality will also increase if  the street vendors can be organized and brought 
into the revenue system.

• Analyzing the population based on the gender of  business, business firms and 
company owners operating in the municipality, the number of  firms owned by 
women is less than half  compared to men. But in the street business, women are 
more involved. It also helps in women entrepreneurship and women empowerment.

• Only low and middle income earners benefit from street business. A study of  street 
vendors in South Asia shows that in almost all Asian countries, street businesses 
have no legal standing to legally operate their businesses and are constantly abused 
by the state.

• According to the 2076 statistics of  Birendranagar municipality, the number of  street 
vendors in the municipality was 700. After three years, their number dropped to 
220 street vendors in the municipality. In the period of  three years, according to the 
statistics of  the municipality, about 500 sidewalk traders have decreased.

• Most of  the street vendors said that they are involved in street business due to 
lack of  employment opportunities. 80 percent of  the respondents said that they do 
business on the street due to lack of  employment opportunities. 11 percent of  the 
respondents said that they are involved in the street business because it requires less 
capital and 9 percent of  the respondents said that it is more profitable. As 80% of  
the respondents cited lack of  employment opportunities as the reason for engaging 
in street business, it is clear that street business have created a gateway for self-
employment.

• 63% of  the respondents said that there is a problem with business premises. 19% 
of  respondents had problems that could be chased away by the municipality. 8% of  
the respondents had major problems with police abuse and 4% of  the respondents 
had the problem with the low volume of  business . 4% of  the respondents had all 
these problems.

• Most of  the street vendors have requested the municipality to manage a suitable 
place for the, where they can conduct their business. 79% demanded proper 
space management, while 16% demanded that Birendranagar municipality should 
create a law for street business management. 5% of  the respondents demanded 
both legislation and location management. Therefore, it seems necessary for the 
municipality to create a law so that the street vendors can conduct their business 
safely by managing the space in an orderly manner.
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7. 2 Suggestions for street business management in Birendranagar Municipality

a) Bringing in the revenue system

By completely displacing the street vendors who are conducting street business in 
different places of  Birendranagar municipality from the sidewalks, there may be ill 
comments towards the local government from the street vendors as well as other 
citizens. Let’s look at the aspect of  financial management incurred by street business 
management. There is no additional cost to the municipality to let street businesses run. 
After the street business enters the revenue system, the revenue that they generate will 
be enough for the municipality to manage/maintain the sidewalk.

b) Forming a street business management committee under the authority of  the 
city chief  or deputy chief

Rather than mobilizing the police for street business management, it is more appropriate 
to form a committee with street vendors under the leadership of  municipal officials. 
This will also provide a sense of  belonging to the street vendors. Looking at the data, it 
seems that citizens are angry with the police in most of  the South Asian countries and 
they make police intervention a political issue. Therefore, it is better to form a street 
business management committee under the leadership of  the elected representatives 
of  the municipality rather than deploying the police. The street business management 
committee should be given the following tasks.

•  Inclusion of  street vendors in the committee.

•  Determining the area for street business and classifying the sidewalks

•  Recommending the registration and cancellation of  street business

•  Arranging that the street vendors pay a certain fee based on the area

•  The revenue received from street business will be used to manage waste, build 
structures that will be convenient for residents

•  Fixing minimum standards for street business

• Making identity card of  street vendors mandatory

• If  there is no identity card, the street vendor can be fined by the committee at any 
time

3) Classification of  pavement

In Birendranagar municipality, like in Bandung city in Indonesia, the street business can 
be classified into 3 types.
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Red Zone (Completely Prohibited Area for street business): Main road from Ganesh 
Chowk to Mangalgadi Chowk, Buddhapath Road, Birendra Chowk to Erichok Road, 
Jumla Road and most of  the footpaths in Ward No.6.  

Yellow Zone (partially suitable area for street business according to time): Road leading 
from Hatiyachowk to Shikshya Campus (suitable from 10 am to 4 pm), area around 
Pipal Chautara (suitable from 10 am to 4 pm) includes schools and major administrative 
buildings and places with heavy traffic at certain times. 

Green Zone (Suitable area for street business at any time): Vacant Squares, Empty road 
behind west wall of  Ganthaghar, Hotline road with wide width from opposite District 
Police Office to Kalinchok, Kuinepani forest area on the road from Ganthaghar to 
Municipality, Ganesh Chowk, in front of  Eye Hospital, from Mangalgadi East side of  
the road to Latikoili, near Sri Krishna Sanskrit School, in front of  Surkhet Valley Water 
Supply Office etc. 

4) Provision of  Identity Card

After classifying the street business, the street vendors must be registered in the 
municipality and ID cards should be arranged for the street vendors in the yellow 
zone and green zone of  the municipality. After the registration, they can be provided 
with a certificate of  business operation or an identity card and from time to time the 
municipality can check whether the street vendor keeps the identity card with them or 
not.

5) Structure for passers-by

Allowing business on the sidewalk will have the biggest impact on passers-by. The 
revenues raised from the street business should be spent on the construction of  
pedestrian-friendly streets. 
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About us
Hriti Foundation is a public policy think tank based in the Karnali Province of Nepal. Hriti 

Foundation promotes market-based solutions to resolve the local problems for a pros-

perous Karnali. It believes in the power of ideas and therefore hosts its flagship program 

‘Karnali Utsav KudaKarnalika’ – a three-day long festival that aims to spark a much-need-

ed debate on the need to unleash Karnali’s inherent potential and reorient the focus on 

homegrown solutions. Karnali Utsav Kuda Karnalika is the largest public-private dialogue 

platform in Karnali. These events see a presence of more than 70 speakers engaging in 

a constructive discourse across several sessions. These deliberations host federal minis-

ters, provincial Ministers, sectoral experts, policymakers, regulators, business community 

leaders, civil society actors, and journalists who delve into the prospects of Karnali and 

challenges she faces both at a political and economic front.

The vision of Hriti is to support the policymakers for a prosperous Karnali where gov-

ernment ensures economic rights of citizens. Its mission is to inform the policy makers 

and citizens on individual and economic rights through research and advocacy and to set 

liberal values as the core values of provincial policies. The foundation actively conducts 

‘Let’s Speak’ that is a regular fortnightly discussion series hosted parallelly at different 

parts of the province. This program engages young intellectuals who discuss on contem-

porary issues, prospects and challenges that exist in Karnali. Likewise, ‘Karnali Kachahari’ 

is another major program hosted by Hriti. This program is a monthly panel discussion 

based public event where the foundation brings together province and local policymak-

ers and citizens to discuss sub-national economic.
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